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If M be the whole mass of the shell, M=4}7rma*, and these
7     _     ,        T7.    M        Tr    M                7.
expressions take the form   V = —  or   V = —   according as the •"
attracted point P lies outside or inside the shell.
When the point P is at the centre, u is constant and cannot be properly taken as the independent variable. But since every element of the attracting mass is equally distant from P, it is evident that the potential at the centre is equal to the mass divided by the radius, and this agrees with the above result.
65.    Since the potential is the same at all points within the spherical shell, it follows that its differential coefficient with regard
I to each of the coordinates is zero.    Thus the attraction of a thin II Jfc»«Wf.-4«,»%"'-"'•?•'•-•"•".....        *f                             U
uniform spherical shell at an internal point is zero.                        "
Since a thick shell bounded by concentric spheres may be regarded as composed of a sufficient number of thin shells, it follows that the attraction of a thick shell bounded by concentric II .spheres at an internal point is zero.                                            if
This theorem is also true for a heterogeneous thick shell provided the strata of equal density are concentric spheres. For in this case •each of the thin shells into which it is analysed is homogeneous.
66.    Since the potential at an external point of a uniform thin ^ ^  >^:shell is M/r, we see that the force at an external point P resolved
V jf     in the direction OP is equal to — M/r2.    The attraction therefore /        nets in the direction from P towards the centre, and is the same as if the whole mass were collected at its centre.
As before, since a thick shell may be analysed into elementary thin shells, it follows that the attraction of a thick shell bounded by concentric spheres or of a solid sphere at any external point is the < • same as if the whole mass were collected into its centre.    Also this '""* is true for heterogeneous shells provided the strata of equal density are concentric spheres.
These theorems on the attraction of a spherical shell as well as that of a V            spheroid at an internal point are due to Newton.
67.    It remains to rind the attraction of a thin uniform shell on an elementary area which is part of itself.    Lot the attracted point P be at C, then CQ = u, r = a, and cos QOU = u/Za.    Proceeding as before, we find the attraction X at G is
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the limits of u being 0 and  2a.    This gives X =
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